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OvlLS (Chemical Movement in Layered Soils) IS a simulation tool used In 
managmg agriculture chemicals. Many scientists and government agencies such as 
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture interface CMLS with a Geographical Information 
System (GIS) package to produce maps from the CMLS output. The maps generated can 
be used to evaluate the risk of ground water contamination for specific soil-pest icide-
water management systems [19] 
Fengxia Ma [19] created a shell program, go & draw, to provide a user interface 
on UNIX system, and run Ov1LS to generate results, which can be used to generate maps 
from GRASS (Geographic Resource Analysis Support System) GIS package. But 
running CMLS is very time consuming (e.g. doing the simulation for the entire Oklahoma 
state on the maintrame in Oklahoma State University takes more than 100 CPU hours), 
and space consuming (e. g. it needs approximately 100MB disk space for each county, 
some counties even need 200MB) It is not feasible to run CMLS as an on-line 
information system. 
An alternative method is to run CMLS simulation in advance, and save the 
simulation results in files in a certain fo rmat. J. S. Chen et al (23] saved the simulation 
results in binary files, and created a user fri endly DOS-based decision support system 
called MAPS. MAPS can accept user's inputs, generate the results of interest, and draw 
maps on the PC screen. MAPS provides image drawing functionality itself by using the C 
language, so it is very fast to render a map on the screen. The drawbacks of MAPS are: 
(1) It is a single user DOS-based system; 
(2) Users are involved in the installation on their pes (with those large data files which 
take a lot of disk space); 
(3) If there are any improvements or modi fi cations to the system, users must update 
their system on their machines; 
(4) The program provides very limited capabilities for data searching and data 
operations for both simulation data and GIS data. 
(5) It's a large complex program to maintain. 
The World Wide Web (WWW) technology allows users from anywhere at anyt ime 
to access the information managed by the WWW server. The WWW server can also 
access other systems through the Common Gateway Interface (CGJ). ORACLE is a very 
powerful Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), which provides full 
capabilities of relational data storage, query, and operatio ns. GRASS is a powerful GIS 
package which has a full range of functions for GIS data storage, calculations, and 
operations. The project MAPS for WWW, which was proposed for the thesis, utili zes the 
WWW Common Gateway Interface (CGI), calculates the results by accessing ORACLE 
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RDBMS; then uses GRASS to generate maps It can overcome the problems described 
above. 
The goal of the thesis is to design and implement a WWW version Client/Server 
Decision Support System called MAPS for WWW, in which a GIS database system 
(GRASS) and a relational database management system (ORACLE) work with WWW 
server (NCSA httpd 1.3 ) to provide aecision sup port information to WWW users Thi s 
project can also serve as a framework to many other database related WWW applications. 
Chapter II reviews the literature of the re lated components used in the system. 
Chapter III describes the application background of the decision support system, including 
GIS data, database schema and simulation. Details of design and implementation of the 
system are given in Chapter IV. 
recommendations are given in Chapter V 
Finally, the conclusions and futu re wo rk 
Several appendices are included fo r reference. Appendix A includes the major 
CGI program of the system. Appendix B is the source code of a Pro*C program that 
accesses ORACLE RDBMS to do the calculation for Travel Time according to user' s 
inputs . The source code of a stored procedure used in the system to get the so il name 
from a given soil index is given in Append ix C. Appendix D is the C source code for 
generating legend GIF picture for Travel T ime simulation. A sample output screen of 




As described in Chapter I, MAPS for WWW is a WWW version Client/Server 
decision support system, which integrates ORACLE RDBMS and GRASS GIS package 
to work with the WWW server. AJI these systems run on the UNIX operating system. 
Bourne Shell is the UNIX shell language used for CGI programming in the system. This 
chapter reviews these software and systems used in the project, and also gives a brief 
review of the simulation model. 
2.1 Simulation Model 
The simulation model used in this proj ect was published by Dr. D. L Nofziger, et 
al [23]. It can be used to assist farmers and researchers in managing pesticides to 
minimize the risk of ground water quality degradation. T hrough the simulation model, a 
user can calculate Travel Time, Amount Leached and Grou ndwater Hazard at di ffere nt 
probability levels, and POE (Probability Of Exceed ing health advisory level). As described 
in Chapter I, the simulation data used for the model was genercted by running CMLS in 
advance, and saved in files. More details about the simulation model, such as database 
schema and computational formulas, will be described in chapter III. 
2.2 World W ide Web 
The World Wide Web (WWW) was first developed at a particle physics lab called 
CERN (acronym from French: Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nuc1eaire) in Geneva, 
Switzerland. Tim Bemers-Iee led the development work, beginning in 1989. From then 
on, a lot of people around the Internet community started to develop their own browsers, 
supporting additional platforms and developing new features. Currently, WWW servers 
and WWW browsers support all computer architectures and operating systems [17]. 
From a user's perspective, the WWW is a collection of documents, or pages, which 
contains text, images, and hypertext links to other pages. WWW merges the techniques of 
information retrieval and hypertext to create a powerful global information system. By 
simply pointing and clicking, the user has instant access to a big coll ection of information, 
distributed around the globe. From an info rmation provider's point of view, the WWW is 
an easy and efficient way of distributing information to a very large audience [6]. 
Within the WWW, ASCII text documents are marked up with a tagging language 
called HyperText Markup Language (HTML) HTML is a simpie data formal used to 
create hypertext documents that are portable from one platform to another. A WWW 
browser is actually a browser of HTML documents. WWW browsers and WWW servers 
communicate using HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP). HTTP is an application level 
protocol between a WWW client and a WWW server [17]. When a WWW browser 
requests an HTNtL document from a WWW server, a connection is opened. Then the 
WWW server will grab the specified document and send it back to the WWW browser 
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After the document is transported, the connection is closed. Each request for a document 
from a WWW browser to a WWW server is a new connection [ 17] . 
A WWW server not only can handle HTML documents, but also can access other 
services through an interface called Common Gateway Interface (CGI) . When a user 
inputs data from a WWW browser and clicks on a button to send the request, the user 
inputs are sent to the WWW server. The CGI program can read user's inputs through 
CGI interface from the WWW server, then access other informatio n systems, and return 
back the results in HTML form to the WWW server The output from the CGl program 
then will be returned by the WWW server to the WWW browser through the Internet So, 
the user will see the results on the WWW browser. Figure 2-1 shows the information flow 
through the WWW and CGI. 








Figure 2-1 Information flow through Common Gateway Inten::tce ( Source from [17] ) 
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HTML supports a certain level of user interface programming. It provides many 
user interface controls like radio box, check box, select list, text input and button. We 
used these controls to design our screens for users to input data. The following are some 
examples of these controls : 
<!-- The following is a t ext i nput box - -> 
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME=" US ERID" VALUE="HELLO"> 
<1_- The fol l owing is a Rad i o Box --> 
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="CHOIC E" VALUE=" Yes " CHECKED> Radio Box 
<1_- The following is a Ch e ck Box -- > 
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" Nl'.ME="SIZE" VALUE="Big" > Chec k Bo x 





< !-- The followi ng i s a button used to submi t r e quest - -> 
<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="Run"> 
2.3 ORACLE 
ORACLE is a very powerful Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). 
It fully supports ANSI SQL, and has its own extended SQL -- PLlSQL (Procedural 
Language extension of SQL) [4]. It provides many ways for users to access the server, 
such as SQL *Plus, SQL * Report, SQL *Forms etc It also provides libraries and 
preprocessors to allow users to embed SQL into a host language, such as C, PASCAL, 
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ADA, FORTRAN etc. This makes it convenient for developers to write some standalone 
programs to access the RDBMS. In this project, we used Pro"'C (embed SQL into C 
language) to write our CGI programs to access the ORACLE server The following are 
some of the ORACLE components used in this project: 
• SQL "'Plus: a utility program that provides developers and end users the ability to 
interact directly with the database. It has a command-line interpreter where users can 
directly submit SQL commands, SQL *Plus commands and PLlSQL blocks. 
• SQL "'Loader: a tool for loading external data files into one or more ORACLE tables. 
It can load data in a variety of data formats . 
• Pro*C: ORACLE supports embedded SQL statements and PLlSQL blocks in a host 
language, like C, PASCAL, ADA, FORTRAN etc. Pro "'C is a preprocessor for 
embedded C programs. 
• PLlSQL and Stored Procedure SQL is a non-procedural language PLlSQL is 
ORACLE's Procedural Language extension to SQL. Procedures or functions written 
by PL/SQL can be stored in the database. Stored procedures can enhance the 
performance of the database server. 
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2.4 GRASS 
GRASS is a public domain, Image processmg, geographic information system 
(GIS), written in the C language and running under the UNIX operating system. It was 
originally designed and developed by researchers and engineers in the U. S. Army 
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL). GRASS stands for "Geographic 
Resources Analysis Support System" [10] . It is used extensively at government otftces. 
universities, and commercial organizations. The following are some of the commands we 
use in the project: 
• g.region -- progr am to ma nage the b ounda ry defini ions f or the 
geogra phic region. 
• g.gisenv 
• g.remove 
setup or output t he c ur r ent GRASS en vironmen t s ett i ngs 
removes database element fi l es fr om cu r r e nt ma ps e t. 
• p.select p pm -- select PPM as hardcopy o u tp u t forma t 
• p.map -- command la nguage i nt e rface t o co lor hard copy a nd graphi cs 
monito r output . 
• r. r ec l a s s -- c r eate a new ma p layer whose categ o ry values are 
based upon the user's r eclassification of cat e gori es in an 
existing raster map layer. 
• r.col o rs -- creates/modi f ie s t he co l o r tab le a s soc ia ted wit h a 
raster map layer. 
2.5 UNIX and Shell programming 
UNIX is a well known multi-user time sharing operating system, which was first 
developed by Ken Thompson in 1969 at AT&T Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, New 
Jersey. It is widely used in universities, government organizations and industry [26]. A 
shell is not only a command interface to UNIX operating system, but also a very powerful 
programming language. It su.pports many high-level language constructs, such as 
variables, flow control structures, parameter passing, subroutine calls and interrupt 
handling. There are three major UNIX shells: they are Bourne shell, C shell, and Korn 
shell [26]. The Bourne Shell was used in this project to write CGr programs. 
CHAPTER III 
A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 
This chapter describes the decision support system, including GIS data used. 
database schema, and formulas for calculations. 
3.1 GIS Data 
The soils maps and land use maps of the counties in Oklahoma were collected by 
the GIS experts from the Agronomy Department of Oklahoma State University. These 
maps are stored in GRASS GIS database system on a Sun workstation. There are 5 
different kinds of maps in our GRASS database for each county in Oklahoma. They are 
listed in the following table: 
(NOTE $COUNTYNAME represents a name of a county, e.g. CADDO) 
File Name Description 
$COUNTYNAME.soils Soils map of the county $COUNTYNAlvIE 
$COUNTYNAME landuse Land use map of the county $COUNTYNAME 
$COUNTYNAME.crop Cultivated area map of the county $COUNTYNAME 
$COUNTYNAME.irrigated Irrigated area map of the county $COUNTYNAME 
$COUNTYN AME. boundary Vector boundary map of the county $COUNTYNAME 
TabJe 3-1. GIS data in the system 
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3.2 Simulation Data 
As discussed in Chapter I, CIvfl.'s was run in advance. The results have been 
stored in binary fonnat, and also in Paradox fonnat. In this project, these data were 
moved to ORACLE RDBMS (about lOO:MB). Based on these simulation data, and the 
fonnulas that we will introduce in the next section, users can view the Travel Time, 
Amount Leached and Groundwater Hazard at different probability levels. and POE 
(Probability of Exceeding health advisory level ). 
The following is the schema of the simulation database: 
/*------------------------------------------ - -- -------------- */ 
/* Table Name : CHEMOD */ 
/* Description: This table contains the relat e d para me t er of */ 
/* a certain active ingre dient for a pestici d e. */ 
/*---------------------------------------- ---- ---- ----- - - -- - -~/ 















/*------ - - -------------- -------- - ---- --- ------------------- */ 
/* Table Name: COUNTY */ 
/ * Descr i p t i on : This tabl e maps count y i nd ex to it s n me ./ 
/*---------- - - ---- ----- - - - -------------- ----- - ------------- */ 






VARCHAR2 ( 12 ) 
PRIMARY KEY, 
NOT NULL 
/*------------------------------- - ----- -------------- - ------*/ 
/* Table Name: TRAVEL */ 
/* Description: This table contains t he main simul at ion data */ 
/* generated from CMLS simu l ation too l. */ 
/*--------------------------- -- ------- -- - --- - ----------- -- -- */ 
CREATE TABLE TRAVEL 
( 
CountyIndex 





NUMBER ( 6), 
NUMBER(6) , 
VARCHAR2 (8) , 
VARCHAR2 ( 9) , 
VARCHJ...R2(B), 
NUMBER (6) , 
L2 
KoeO NUMBER ( 6) , 
Koel NUMBER(61 .. 
Koe2 NUMBER(~ , 
Koc4 NUMBER ( 6) , 
Koe7 NUMBER(6 " 
Koe lO NUMBER ( 6) , 
Koe2 0 NUMBER (6 ) , 
Koc40 NUMBER (6, , 
Koe70 NUMBER (6) I 
KoelOO NUMBER(6), 
Koe200 NUMBER ( 6) , 
Koe400 NUMBER (6) , 
Koe700 NUMBER (6) , 
KoelOOO NUMBEh (6) , 
Koe2000 NUMBER (6) , 
Ko c 4 0 00 NUMBER (6), 
Koc7000 NUMBER(6) , 
KoclOOOO NUMBER(6) , 




I r riga tionType, 
Probability ) 
) ; 
/*----------------------------------------------------- - ---- */ 
/* Table Name : GRASSID * / 
/* Description: This table is a bridge between the s oil in * / 
/* the RDBMS to the soil in GRASS GI S package */ 
/*----- -- ----------------- - ------------------------------ - --*/ 





So il Index 
Gr a ssInde x 
VARCHAR2 ( 7 ) , 
NUMBER (6) , 
NUMBE R (6 ) , 
NUMB ER (6 ) 
/*----------------------------- -- - ----- - - - - ------ --- - ------- */ 
/* Table Name: SO I LNAME */ 
/* Descrip t ion: This t a ble map s soil i nde x t o i t s name */ 
/*--------------------- -- ---------- --------- - --------------- */ 








PRIMARY KEY ( 
NUMBER (6) , 
NUMBER(6} , 
VARCHAR2 (7 ) , 
VARCHAR2 ( 46 ) , 
VARCHAR2 ( 90) , 
CountyIndex, 
Soillndex ) 
/*---------------------------- - ------ - - - -- - --- --- -- - ------- - */ 
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;pa 
/* Table Name : UN IT */ 
/* Description: Units a nd their con version */ 
/*------------------ --- -- --------- ------- - - -- -- - ------------ ~ / 














/*----------------------------- ---- - ------------------------*/ 
/' Tab l e Name: TRADCOMM * / 
/* Descrip t i on: Pesticides information a nd their i ng r edients */ 
/*-------------------------------- ----------------- - - - -- --- - ~ / 






VAPCHAR2 (46) , 
VARCHAR2 (31 ) , 
VARCHA.R2 (7) , 
NUMBE.R, 




/*--------------------------------------------------- - ------*/ 
/* View Name : CHEMICAL */ 
/* Description: Joint vi e w o f TRADCOMM and CHEMOD */ 
/*-------- - --------------------------- -- - ------------------ _. / 
CREATE VIEW CHEMICAL AS 
SELECT T r adeName , a .CommonN a me , Pr odUn it , AIlb ProdUni t, 
Koc , Half Life , HALEQ 
FROM TRADCOMM a , CH EMOD b 
WHE RE a . CommonName = b . CommonName ; 
/*--------------------------- -- - -------------- --- ----------- */ 
/* View Name: TRAVELID * / 
/* Des c ript ion: Joint view of TRAVEL and GRASSID */ 
/*---------------------------------- -------- - --------- ------ */ 
CREATE VIEW TRAVELID AS 
SELECT a.*, GrassID 
FROM Trave l a, GrassI D b 
WHERE a.Countylndex = b.Coun tyl nd ex 
AND a.Soillndex = b.Soillndex ; 
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-3.3 Computational Formulas 
Computational fonnulas are provided as the following to calculate Travel Time, 
Amount Leached, Groundwater Hazard, and POE: 
Travel Time: 
Calculate Travel Time t for the chemical of interest by interpolating between the travel 
times of the interest neighbors using the following equation. 
the Koc is the partition coefficient for the active ingredient of interest, KocJ and Koc2 are the 
nearest neighbors of Koc in the TRAVEL table where KocJ <= Kuc < Koc2. and t/ and t z are 
the corresponding travel times in the TRAVEL table. 
Amount Leached: 
Calculate Amount Leached by using the following equation· 
T 
AmtLeached = ApplAmt * 0.5 
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-where ApplAmt is the amount of pesticide applied (in Kglha) . And T represents the 
number of half-lifes which occur before the chemical reaches the critical depth. The 
equation for Tis 
T= t 
where (112 is the half life of the chemical. The amount appli ed can be obtained using the 
fo llowing equation 
C 2 
ApplAmt = AI * ProdApplRat e * 1.12 * 
Cl 
where Al ( or AIlb _ProdUnit in TRADCOMM table) is the amount of active ingredient 
present in each product unit (ProdUnit); c, is the number of standard units per product 
unit; ProductApplRate is the amount of product applied per acre (user input) ; Cl is the 
number of standard units per ApplUnit, and 1. /2 is the number converting Ib/ac to Kglha . 
The constant Cl can be obtained from UNIT table with Prod Unit as OldUnit; c] is the 
conversion factor in the database with ApplUnit as OldU nit. 
Groundwater Hazard . 
Calculate the Groundwater Hazard associated with a pesticide usmg the following 
equation 
16 
-Hazard = f c, = . ~oo * . f A mtLeached, 
1=1 HALEQ, DepthMlxmg PorosIty I _ I HA LEQ; 
where n is the number of active ingredients in the pesticide. Depth Mixing and Porosi.ty 
are from the user inputs. HALEQ is from the CHEMICAL table associated with active 
ingredient of the pesticide of interest. 
POE: 
POE stands for Probability of Exceeding HAL (Health Advisory Level). After calculating 
the ground water hazard for all the given probabilities in the TRAVEL table, we will 
decide at which probability level the value of ground water hazard exceeds 1. The given 
probabilities in the TRAVEL table are: 2%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, 95%, 98%. 
F Oi ' an example, if the ground water hazard exceeds 1 at the 5% probability level, but not 
at the 2% level, then POE is in the range of (2% - 5%). 
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-CHAPTER IV 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter describes the design and implementation of MAPS for WWW In the 
design part, it covers the system running environment, client/server model, user interface 
design, and CGI programs. The implementation part describes the details of methods used 
to develop the system. 
4.1 DESIGN 
4.1.1 System Running Environment 
In the project MAPS for WWW, data storage, calculations, and operations are 
handled at the server side. The faeili ty requirements for a user' 5 system are quite limited 
This makes the system more acceptable to users. The following table shows the system 
running environment at the server side, and the system requirements at the client side. 
Server Side Hardware Sun Workstation (128MB RAM) 
Server Side Software SUN OS 4.13 
NCSA HTTPD 1 3 
ORACLE 7.2 
GRASS 4.1 
Client Side requirements Any platform 
Internet Connection 
HTML 3.0 Compatible Browser 
Table 4-1 System Requirements 
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-4.1.2 Client/Server Modet 
In MAPS for WWW, three different systems are integrated -- WWW server, 
ORACLE, and GRASS. Figure 4-1 shows the client/server working model and the 
relationships among these three systems. 









Figure 4-1 Client/Server Model of MAPS for WWW 
4.1.3 User [nterface Design 
MAPS for WWW is screen oriented Users define inputs by means of a WWW 
browser, and click on a button to go to the next screen (including the final output screen) 
Figure 4-2 shows the hierarchy of the screens in the system. 
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Root Screen 
Introduces the system, and 
asks the user to select 
"Pesticide Leaching Maps· or 
"Soils or Land Use Maps" 
Pesticide Leaching Maps I Soils or Land Use Maps 
I ~ 
Screen 1.1 Screen 2.1 
Asks the user 10 input Asks the user to input parameters 
Crop of Interest, Pesticide of Interest for maps generation 
I I 
Screen 1.2 Screen 2.2 
Asks the user to input Output screen according to 




Figure 4-2 Outline of the screens 
Root Screen: 
This is the first screen of MAPS for WWW It shows some welcome words, a 
brief description of the project, names of the developers, and the usage of the system. 
There are two buttons after the description part: "Soil or Land Use Maps", and "Pesticide 
Leaching Maps" If the user selects the "Soil or Land Use Maps" button, it leads them 
to Screen 2.1, which enables the user to generate the Soils or Land Use maps of interest. 
If the user selects the "Pesticide Leaching Maps" button, it leads them to Screen 1 1, 
which will enable the user to define the soil-chemical system of interest. Then the system 
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will do the calculation according to the inputs and the computational formulas, and 
generate the maps and tables. 
Screen 1.1 : 
Figure 3. 1 shows the user interface of Screen 1. I. 
Figure 4-3 Layout of Screen 1. 1 
The following are the descriptions of the user inputs from Screen 1.1 
Title Variable Name Help Description 
Crop of Interest MAPS_CROP Select a crop from the list provided. This selection will 
determine the counties avaIlable for viewing, 
application dates for the pesticide. and the type and 
period of irrigation used. 
Pesticide of Interest MAPS_ TRADENAME Select the tradename of the pesticide from the list 
provided. The system will find active ingredients in 
that pesticide along with their properties. The properties 
can be examined and modified in the next screen if you 
have more appropriate values. 
Note: To be meaningful, the pesticide you select should 
be labeled for the crop YOLI selected. However, you may 
select any pesticide from the list 
Table 4-2 User inputs from Screen l . l 
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There are 2 buttons : "Next Screen". and "Reset the values" , The fi le containing 
the form described above also contains on-line help for users , If the user clicks on the 
"Reset the values" button, the inputs will be restored to their original settings. If the user 
clicks on the "Next Screen" button, the system will lead the user to the Screen 1.2 for 
more inputs. 
Screen 1.2 : 
Screen 1.2 is used to define the remaining parameters for the system of interest. 
Figure 4-4 shows the user interface of Screen 1 ,2. 
There are 2 buttons: "Get result", and "Reset the values", The file containing the 
fom1 described above also contains an-line help for users, If the user clicks an the "Reset 
the values" button, the inputs will be turned back to their original settings. If the user 
clicks on the "Get result" button, the system will lead the user to the Screen 1,3, which is 
the output screen for the simulation results, 
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Figure 4-4 Layout of Screen l 2 
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The following is a table of all the user inputs from Screen 1.2 : 
Title Variable Name Help Description 
County MAPS_COUNTY Select the county for which the map is to be drawn from 
the list of available counties. 
Application Date MAPS_APPLDATE Select the month of application from the list provided. 
This is significant since the water entering and moving 
through the soil is not uniform throughout the year. 
Irrigation Type MAPS_ IRRTYPE Select the type of irrigation used in the area . If no 
irrigation is used. sel ct "None". 
Application Rate MAPS_PRODRA TE The amount of pesticide available 10 leach La ground 
, 
Application Unit MAPS .-APPLUN IT water depends upon the application rate . Enter the 
Unit of Area MAPS_AREAUNIT amount of product applied to a unit area of land and 
select the appropriate units. 
Mixing Depth MAPS_DEPTHMIX • To estimate the concentration of chemical ill the ground 
Aquifer Porosity MAPS_POROSITY water, we used a simulation model 10 determine the 
amount entering the ground water and assumed lhat the 
chemical mixed uniformly to some depth in an aquifer 
of known porosity. Here you specify the mixing depth 
(in meters) and porosity (as a percent of the lotal soil 
volume). 
Probability Level MAPS_PROS Pesticides move primarily with water in a soil. Water 
movement depends upon weather. Sinee we do not know 
the future weather at the site of interest. we have 
simulated the pesticide movement for different years of 
weather. We can thell determine the probability 
associated with a particula r question. 
. ~ 
Map Type MAPS_TYPE Select the type of map desired . 
Travel Time: This map shows the time required for the 
chemical to pass a depth of 1 meter at the probabilit)' 
level selected. 
Amount Leached: This map shows the estimated 
amount of chemical passing a depth of I meter. Note: 
All of the chemical passing this depth is assumed to 
enter the ground water at the probability level selected. 
Groundwater Hazard: This map shows the calculated 
ground water hazard associated with this pesticide at lhe 
probability level selected. This is the ratio of the 
estimated pesticide concentration and the HAL or MeL 
value for that chemical. Values in excess of 100% 
indicate the concentration of pesticide in the ground 
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water exceeds the HAL or MeL value [or that chemical. 
Probability of Exceeding the HAL or MCL: This map 
shows the probability of the estimated pesticide 
concentration in ground water exceeding the HAL or 
MCL for that materia l. That is. if the product is used 
many times with weather characteristic of this site, this 
map shows what percent of the applications will result 
in ground water concentralions in excess of the HAL or 
MeL. 
Display DISPLA Y _FOR Select the area of interest. 
Enlire Area : The selected map will be displayed for all 
of the areas in the county containing soils in 
classes I - 4. 
Culllva ted Area : The selected map will be displayed for 
only areas of the county with land uses of cull iv3ted land 
or irrigated land. 
[rrigated Area: The selected map will be displayed only 
for areas of the county with land use category of 
irrigated land. 
Output MAPS_OUTMAP The software is capable of producing maps and tables. 
MAPS_OUTLIST Select the output desired. 
I 
Map Size GIF_SIZE Select the map size desired. This will likely depend 
upon the resolution of the graphics system you arc 
using. There are 3 options available : 200x200. 
400:-:400. 800x800 . 
Note: Smaller maps are created somewhaL faster than 
large maps. 
Table 4-3 User inputs from Screen 1.2 
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Screen 1.3 : 
This is the simulation output screen. The user inputs from the previous screens 
determine the output contents of this screen. If the user selects "Maps" output, the image 
will be generated and shown along with a legend picture to show the meaning of different 
colors in the map. If the user selects "List" output, the calculation results fo r Travel Time, 
or Amount Leached, or Groundwater Hazard, or POE will be shown. A sample output 
screen for Travel Time is given in Appendix E. 
Screen 2.1 : 
Figure 4-5 shows the user interface for Screen 2. I. 
Figure 4-5 Layout of Screen 2 I 
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The following is a table of all the user inputs from Screen 2 .1 : 
Title Variable Name Help Description 
Map Type MAP_TYPE Select which kind of maps you want to see. 
County COUNTY Select a county 
, 
Display For DISPLAY_FOR Display for the Entire area OR 
only cultivated area OR 
only Irrigated area 
Map Size GIF_SIZE Select map size ( 200x200. -+OOx400. 800x800 ) 
Tab!e 4-4 User inputs for Screen 2.1 
There are also 2 buttons in Screen 2. I. "Show Maps", and "Reset the values" . If 
the user clicks on the "Reset the values" button, the values of the user inputs will be 
restored to their original settings. If the user clicks on the "Show Maps" button, the 
system will generate the map according to the user's inputs, and show it in Screen 2.2 . 
Screen 2.2 : 
This screen shows the image map of a certain county according to the user's 
selection from Screen 2. 1. 
4.1.3 CGI Programs 
Except for the Root Screen, all the other screens in the system are generated by 
CGI programs. When the user clicks on a button to go from one screen to another, a COJ 
program will be called by the WWW server to handle it. The following is a list of COl 
programs used in the system . 
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From To CGI Program 
Screen Screen Called 
Root Screen Screen 1. I maps_ll .cgi 
Screen 1. I Screen 1.2 maps_12.cgi 
Screen 1.2 Screen 1.3 mapswww.cgl 
Root Screen Screen 2 .1 maps_2 1.cgi 
Screen 2.1 Screen 2.2 mapsonJy. cgi 
Table 4-5 CGr Programs 
Among these CGI programs, the most complicated and comprehensive one is 
mapswww.cgi . Itis the CGI program that is used to generate the final simulatio n output 
screen -- Screen 1. 3. It covers all the implementation techniques used in the system. 
When a user gives all the inputs needed from Screen 1.2, and clicks on the "Get 
result" button, the request is sent to the WVIW server The WWW server will call the 
CGr program -- mapswwwcgi Then, the CGI program will (1) get the user' s inputs; (2) 
check if there is anything wrong in the inputs ; (3) run a corresponding Pro*C program to 
access ORACLE database and calculate the Travel Time or Amount Leached or 
Groundwater Hazard or POE; (4) run GRASS commands to access the corresponding 
map stored in GRASS database and reclass the map according to the results from the 
previous calculation; (5) convert the map from PPM (Portable PixMap) format to GIF 
format and generate a legend GIF file for it; (6) return the maps and results back in HTML 
format to WWW server through CGt The WWW server then returns the results to the 
user. The control flow chart of mapsW\VWW. cgi is given below as Figure 4-6 ' 
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( Start ) 
Receives user inputs from CGI 
No 
Error message 
Run Pro·C program for calculation. 
Store results Into temporary files. 
No 
: ~. 
Wait for 5 seonds. 
Run GRASS commands 
to generate corresponding maps. 
Convert PPM file to GIF format. 
Create legend file . 
Yes 
Retum results and maps to user. 
Figure 4-6 Control Flow for mapswww.cgi 
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4.1.4 Pro"'C programs 
ORACLE allows programmers to embed SQL statements into C language. In this 
project, ail the database query and calculations are done by Pro *C programs. The 
foUowing is a list of the Pro*C programs developed in the project: 
Pro"'C CGI Program Description 
Program that runs it 
rnapslm.pc maps_ll.cgi Generate pesticide list for Screen 1. 1 
calc.pc maps_12 .cgi Generate certain inputs (County, Application Date, 
Irrigation Type, Product Rate and Unit, Area Unit) 
for Screen 1.2, according to user's inputs in Screen 
1.1 
travel. pc mapswwwcgl Calculate Travel Time according to user's inputs, 
and generates results into temporary files . 
amtIeach. pc I mapswww.cgl Calculate Amount Leached according to user's 
inputs, and generates results into temporary files . 
gwhazard. pc mapswww. cgt Calculate Groundwater Hazard according to user' s I 
inputs, and generates results into 
temporary files. 
poe.pc mapswww.cgl Calculate POE according to user's inputs, and 
generates results into temporary files. 
Table 4-6 Pro*C Programs 
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4.2 IMPLEMENTATION 
This project integrates a WWW server, an ORACLE RDBMS, and the GRASS 
GIS package on the UNTX operating system. In the implementation of MAPS for WWW, 
many technical problems must be solved. The following are the implementation detai ls of 
the methods used to solve these problems. They are the keys to implement MAPS for 
www. 
4.2.1 Get user inputs from CGI 
There are two ways for a WWW server to transfer user data to CGr programs. 
They are the GET method and the POST method. The GET method uses an environment 
variable QUERY_STRING to hold all the user inputs separated by an '&' mark. The 
POST method sends the user inputs to STOIN separated by an '&' mark, so a CGl 
program can read from STOIN to get the data. The environment variable 
CONTENT _LENGTH holds the length of the user input data. The GET method is good 
for small amounts of input, while the POST method is preferred for large amounts of data. 
Some people even suggest using only the POST method [17]. We used the POST method 
in the system. 
A C program was developed to receive a user' 5 data from the CGr interface and 
siive them into a temporary file. The C program reads from STDIN, separates data by '&' 
mark; and writes into a temporary file ( $TMP _ P A THlposted. $$ ) in the following format· 
e.g. 
COUNTY beaver 
MAP TYPE = landuse 
3 1 
..... 
Then in the Bourne shell CGI program. the COUNTY value was read by the 
following piece of co~ 
COUNTY= 'gr e p " COUNTY =" STMP PATH /pos ted , $$ I sed ' s/COUNT Y II " 
4.2.2 Interface with ORACLE 
Two environment variables are needed to enable a Pro*C program to access an 
ORACLE database. They are ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID. ORACLE_HOME 
specifies the home directory of the ORACLE package. ORACLE_SID specifies the 
ORACLE System 1D (or instance ID) In order to run a Pro*C program from a Bourne 





# Run the Pro*C p r ogram 
# ..... . 
4.2.3 ORACLE database man:tgement 
Database management is always a big issue in a database system. The following 
are descriptions of the methods used in this project to manage the ORACLE database for 
the simulation data. 
• Create a separate tablespace for the project. 
CREATE TABLESPACE MAPS 
DATAFILE '/home l ora cle/ o rah ome/dbs/ mapsid1 . dbf ' S IZ E 150M ONLINE ; 
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• Special user accounts for management and user 
MAPMGR account is responsible for the database management of the project, such as 
maintenance ofT ABLEs, VIEWs, PROCEDUREs, and loading data. 
CREATE USER MAPMGR IDENTIFIED BY xx xxxxxx 
DEFAULT TABLESPACE "MAPS" TEMPORARY TABLES PACE "MAPS" 
PROFILE " DEFAULT"; 
GRANT CONNECT , RESOU RCE TO MAPMGR WITH ADMIN OPTION; 
/* give MAPMGR the p owe r to create and d rop us er * / 
GRANT CREATE USER TO MAPMGR; 
GRANT DROP USER TO MAPMGR; 
MAPUSR account is needed for Pro*C programs to login to ORACLE database and 
query the tables for calculation . 
/* Create the MAPUSR b y MAPMGR */ 
CREATE USER MAPUSR IDENTIFIED BY xxxxxx xx 
DEFAULT TABLESPACE "MAPS" TEMPORARY TABLES PACE "MAPS" 
PROFILE "DEFAULT"; 
/* Allow MAPUSR to connect to the Oracle server */ 
GRANT CONNECT TO MAP US R: 
/* Onl y a llow map us r t o selec t o n ta b les */ 
GRANT SE LECT ON CHEMOD TO MAPU SR; 
GRANT SELECT ON COUNTY TO MAPUS R; 
GRANT SELECT ON CROPS TO MAP US R; 
GRANT SELECT ON TRAVEL TO MAP USR ; 
GRANT SELECT ON GRASSID TO MAPU SR; 
GRANT SELECT ON SOILNAME TO MAPUSR; 
GRANT SELECT ON UNIT TO MAPUSR; 
GRANT SELECT ON TRADCOMM TO MAPUSRi 
GRANT SELECT ON CHEMICAL TO MPAUSR; 
GRANT SELECT ON TRAVELI D TO MAPUSR; 
/*Allow MAPUSR to execute some st ored procedur es 
GRANT EXECUTE ON GETCOUNTYIND EX TO MAPUSR ; 
GRANT EXECUTE ON GETCONVERSION TO MAPUS R; 
GRANT EXECUTE ON GETCOUNTYNAME TO MAPUS R; 
GRANT EXECUTE ON GETSTDUNIT TO MAPUS R; 
GRANT EXECUTE ON PGETMUID TO MAPUSR; 
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& fun c tions */ 
• Stored procedures and functions to improve the perfonnance 
Several stored procedures and functio ns are implemented and stored in the ORACLE 
RDBMS Because stored procedures and functions are already compiled. they do not 
need to be compiled again when a user calls them from a Pro"'C program. This can 
make the database query and operation faster than submitting PLlSQL block directly 
from the Pro*C program. Another advantage of stored procedures or functions is that 
the Pro*C source programs do not need to be modifi ed or recompiled if we make 
some modifications to the procedures or functions, because the Pro*C programs just 
send requests fo r running the procedures or functions and do not care about what they 
really do. 
The following table shows the stored procedures and functions developed In this 
project: 
ProcedurelFunction Name Descril)tion 
GetCounty[ndex - Function Get CountyIndcx from COUNTY tflble. according to County Numc 
GetConversion - Function Get conversion from UNIT table, according to the unit given. 
GetStdUnit - Function Get the stdunit from UNIT table, according to the unit given 
pGetMuid - Procedure Given County Index. SoilIndex. returns the Muid. and Muname. 
Table 4-7 Stored procedures and functions 
4.2.4 Interface with GRASS 
To run GRASS commands from a Bourne Shell script, several environment 
variables must be set up. The following 1S the piece of code that creates these 
environment variables for GRASS: 
GISBASE=/horne/grass4.1 
export GISBASE 
GISDBASE=/usr / DIS K3/grass4.1.da t a 
export GIS DR<;'SE 
LOCATION NAME=albers 
export LOCATION NAME 
GISRC=$gisrc -
export GISRC 
GI S LOCK=$$ 
expo rt GIS_LOCK 





e xport PAI NTER 
MAPLP=$maplp 
export MAPL P 
PATH=/home/g r ass4 .1/ b in : / ho me /gras s 4. 1/ sc rip ts : /home/grass4 . 1 / gard 
e n /bi n : / home / g r ass4 . 1 / t oo l s :/ home / g ra ss 4. 1 / etc : $PATH 
exp o r t PATH 
PROJ_LIB=/home/grass4. 1/et c 
export PROJ_LIB 
It set up env 
g.gisenv GISDBASE=$GISDBASE 




g.gisenv MAPLP =$ MAPLP 
eval 'g.gisenv' 
#-----------------------------




4.2.5 Handling multi-users in GRASS 
This is a very important issue, because there can be multiple WWW users running 
the system at the same time. Although GRASS is a multi-user GIS database system, each 
user must occupy a mapset completely and other users can not use it at the same time. 
This problem was solved by setting up several mapsets in GRASS solely for the WWW 
users. In the implementation of MAPS for W\VW, there are S mapsets (wwwusrl , 
wwwusr2, wwwusr3, wwwllsr4 , wwwusrS) setup for WWW users A dummy fil e named 
UNLOCK is also created in each mapset directory to show it is a free mapset; otherwise 
the file name should be LOCK to show it is being used by someone. The following 
Bourne Shell code is used to determine if there are any free mapsets available. 
#-------------------------------
# check i f we have free mapset 
#------------- - -----------------
loc n umber= l 
l o cation=$GIS DBASE/$LOCATION NAME / wwwusr 
wh i l e t e st $ l ocnumber - I t 10 
do 
done 
if mv -f $location$loc numbe r / UN LOCK $loca t i o n$ l o c n umbe r/ LOCK 
then 
e ls e 
fi 
touch $ l o c at i on$locnurnbe r /LOCK 
mapset=wwwus r$locnumb e r 
location=$GIS DBASE/ $ LOCAT ION NAME/ $ma pset 
gisrc=$TMP PATH/.g r a ss r c $l ocn urnber 
map l p =$TMP-PATH / wwwus r Sl o c numbe r . ppm 
break 
lo c n umber= ' expr $locn umb e r + l ' 




l ocn urnber= l 
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4.2.6 Map operations in GRASS. 
• Control the map size in GRASS. 
The simplest way to control map size is to set up 2 environment variables which define 





expo.r: t HEI GHT 
Then, when GRASS generates a map, the map size will be 400 x 400. And the 
smaller the map size is, the faster GRASS can create it. E.g in a test to generate 
the soils map for CADDO county, it takes 6 seconds for 200 x 200 map size, 10 
seconds for 400 x 400 map size, and 25 seconds for 800 x 800 map size. 
• Redass and change map colors in GRASS 
In MAPS for WWW, the maps stored in GRASS are reclassed according to the 
calculated results generated by the Pro*C programs. The Pro* C programs create a 





The CGI program uses the rule file and r.reclass comma:1d to reclass the map in 
GRASS. It then uses the Leolors command to define the color of each map category 
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e.g. 
#- - ... Pro *C pro gr a m g enerates the $rulefil e ... 
#-- Th e r u lefi l e i s a list of (soil -- > category ) map 
#-- recl3ss t he s oi ls map --
r.reclass inpu t=$MAPS BASE ou t=reclass 1 < $rulesfile 
#-- change the color of the rec l ass ed ma p 
cat $PROG PATH/rules. color I r. co l ors ma p = r ec l as s l colo r = r ules > 
/dev/null 2>&1 
4.2.7 Convert PPl\I[ file to GIF format 
In the project, we used GRASS to generate maps in PPM (Portable PixMap) 
format. Then we used a program called "ppmtogif" to convert the PPM file to GlF 




p pmtogi f < $ PPMFILE > $GI FFI LE 
4.2.8 Create legend picture file 
Legend pictures are designed to show users the meaning of colors associated with 
the maps. Several C programs were developed to create the legend pictures (in GIF 
format). They use a simple GIF library to draw a picture in memory and then output it to 
a file. The C source code for generating a legend GIF file for Travel Time maps is given 











4.2.9 Control the temporary files 
MAPS for WWW generates many temporary files during its execut ion. To prevent 
these temporary files from using too much disk space, we should delete them when they 
are no longer needed. A program was developed to delete the temporary fil es more than 
60 minutes old. 
4.2.10 Security issues 
The security issues of the rNTERNET or WWW are beyond the scope of this 
thesis. But WWW application developers should be very careful when they write the CGI 
programs. There are several rules for writing UNIX Shell CGI programs: 
1. Always put CGI programs in the "cgi-bin" directory which is only accessible by WWW 
developers and system administrators. 
2. Be careful when using the wildcard characters (e .g . *, 'J, $$, $* etc) in UNIX Shell 
CGI programs 
3. Always check the user's inputs Because the users or hackers may input things 
unexpected, which may either make your program die or leak important information of 
your system. 
4. Do not use the user's input as a command in a CGI program. Otherwise, the outside 















CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusions 
MAPS for WWW makes it possible for users to access pesticide transport data and 
get useful decision support information from anywhere at anytime through the Internet 
The only requirement for the user is an HTML 3.0 compatible WWW browser running on 
any platform with an Internet connection. Users are free of the headaches of worrying 
about anything like system installation, management, and enhancement. ORACLE 
RDBMS on the server provides powerful data storage, data query, and calculation 
capabilities to manage data. GRASS provides full featured GIS data storage and 
operations that are efficient and convenient to use. MAPS fo r WWW utilizes the power 
of both ORACLE and GRASS to handle data storage and operations, and integrates them 
with a WWW server to run on the UNIX operating system. 
To implement the system, the knowledge of UNIX, Shell , C, ORACLE, GRASS, 
SQL, WWW, HTML was needed as well as the ability to integrate these heterogeneous 
systems into one efficiently working system. This system extends the application of World 
Wide Web The work also provides valuable experience to other WWW developers 


















Many programs have been developed for MAPS for WWW. The following table 
shows some statistical information of these programs. Some of the HTML codes are 
output directly from the CGI programs, and are not included in the following table. 
Code Lines 
C and Pro*C 4581 
Bourne Shell l144 
SQL and PLlSQL 326 
Import Control Files 105 
HTML Files 416 
Make File 331 
Total 6903 







5.2 Future worK 
1. More features and functionality can be added to the system in the future. For an 
example, the capability for users to input Koc, Half-life, and HALEQ values in Screea 
1.2 has been discussed and is listed for future development. 
2. The information provided by MAPS for WWW is for public use . WWW users are not 
restricted from accessing the system in the future. However, some Internet hackers 
like to destroy other's systems. Although the security issue is not the topic of the 
thesis, it is good for the system administrator to setup a firewall to protect their local 
area network. 
3. It will be interesting to explore the possibility and feasibility of using Java to 
implement MAPS for WWW.This will require the users to have a Java enabled 
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A BOURNE SHELL CGI PROGRAM 
N. / b in/sh 
*---------------------------- -- ---
~ Autho r : Tao Zhu 
~ Emai l : ztao@a . cs.oKstate . edu 
~ Pr o jec t : MAPS Fo r ~ 
R------------------------ -- -------
crap ' / bin/mv - f SLOCATION/LOCK S LOCATI ONI UNLOCK , 0 1 ~ 3 5 9 15 
~=--========--=-========-====-==-= 
H Setup seve r a l i mportant env va r 
#================= =============c== 
PROG PATH-/usr/local/etc/httpd 1:3/cg1 - in/MA~S 
TMP_PATH=/usr/DISKS/h tdocs/MAPS/ tmp 
DOC_ PATH=/us r /DI SKS/h t docs/MAPS 
HTTP PATH-!us r /local/etc /httpd 1 . 3 /cgi -bin/~~PS 
GISBAsE= /u sr /DI SK3/gra ss4 . I .data 
PBM PATH= $PROG PATH 
GIF=PATH=/us r /OISKS/h tdocs/MAPS/gi f 
exp o r t PROG PATH 
-
e x p o rt HTT P PATH 
-
expo rt TMP PATH 
expor t GI SBASE 
e xpo r t PBM PATH 
e~"':90 r t GI, PATH 
-
expo rt DOC PAT H 
-
#-- HTM L h ead e r 
echo ' o nten t - t y p e : te x t/html ' 
echo 
echo ' (HTML>' 
echo ' ( HEA D> ' 
echo ' ( T ITL E>MA PS f or WWW -- Ou p ut </ TITLE> ' 
echo ' « HEA D> ' 
ec ho 
<:cho ' <BODY BGCOLOR- " MCOC OCO" > , 
H=========== ==-============-===== 
H c r eate par ame ter f ile 
H== ================-============= 
SPROG PATH/pos tqu e ry - MAPS S > > STM P PATH/po sted . SS 
p armfTle-STMP PATH/po sted . SS 
Hea t $parmfile 
H===========-- ===--============== 
H Get all the user data 
H====================-=========== 
MAPS TYPE= ' grep " MAPS TY PE = " Sparmflle I sed ' s lr1APS TYPE = II ' 
MAPS-COUNTY= ' rep " MAPS COU NT'{ = " Spa rm r il ~ I s~d ' s/HAi'::; C0U lIT'{ = f/' 
MAPS-CROP= gr~p " MAPS CROP = " Spa rmfil.,; I s ~,j ' s/ MA P::; CROP = Ii ' 
MAPS-APPLDATE= grep " MAPS AE'PLDATE = " Sparmf ll~ I s~rj- ' s/ MAE' S APPLDATE = 1/ ' 
MAPS-IRRTYPE= g r ep " MAPS IRRT'{PE = " ::;par :n[ ll~ , s.,;] ' 3/ ~~P::; [RKTYPE " / 1 ' 
MAPS- E'ROB= grep " MAPS PROB = " SparmfLle I sed ' slMAP S PROB ;; II ' 
MAPS-TRADENAME= grep " MAPS TRADENN'1E - " Sp03rmf ll ~ I sed ' ,3/ MA PS T RADEtJAME - , I ' 
MAPS-PRODRATE= greD " MAPS PHODRATE = " Sparrn! l.l~ I :;",d ' s/ MA PS PR0DKATE - I I ' 
MAPS- APPLUNIT= grep " MAPS AE' PLUNIT - " Sparmfll", s",·j ' s/ l1APS-APPLUHIT • II ' 
MAPS=DEPTHMIX= grep " MAPS-DE PTHMIX = " SpaLm file sed ' s/ MAPS-DEPTHM IX II ' 
MAPS POROS ITY= ' g cep " MAPS POROSITY - " Spacmfi Ie s~d ' s/ MAPS-POROSITY / / ' 
MAE'S-OUTMAP= grep " OUTE'UT-M.A,E' -" Sparmflle I sed ' s/OUTPUT MA? = // ' 
MAPS-OUTLIST= ' g r ep " OUTPUT LIST = " Spacmfll<: I sed ' s /OUTPUT LIST = II ' 
MAPS=AREAUNIT= grep " MAPS AAEAUNIT - " SpacmEi le I s ~d ' s/ MAPS_AREAUN IT = / / ' 
MAPS PI D=SS 
~ ---:-- --------- -
e xpo r t ~{APS TYPE 
expo rt MAPS COUNTY 
expo rt MAPS CROP 
e xport ,"lAPS APPLDATE 
exp o rt MAP S IRRTYPE 
-
exp 0 r1: MAPS PROB 
-
expo r t MAPS PID 
-
export MAPS TRADENAME 
-
expo r t MAE'S PRODRATE 
-
export MAPS APPLUNIT 
-
export MAPS DE: PTHM II. 
expor:t MAPS POROSITY 
export MAPS AREAUNIT 
-l7 
~ echo MAPS COUNTY ~ SMAPS COUNTY 
~ ec ho MA PS-CRO P - SMAPS CRO P 
Hecho MAPS- APPLDATE ~ SMAPS APPLDATE 
Hecho MAPS-I RRTYPE ~ SMAPS IRRTYPE 
Becho MA PS-PROS = SMAPS PROB 
Hecho MAPS-TRADENAME = SMAPS TRAOENAME 
Necho MAPS-PRODRATE SMAPS PRODRATE 
He c ho MA PS- APPLUNIT ~ SMAPS- APPLUNIT 
8-------------------- - ---- Check user input ---- --------------- ---------
R-- For Travel Ti me . we don ' t need t o check an y hin 
H-- For AmtLeached • we neec 0 shec l; ['C 0dRate 
R -- Fo r GWH and POE . we a 1 so need 0 check De"·t ht-fi:-: . Pc-re·s i y Aq u i f e ;: 
H---------------------------------- -- -------- ----- ---- ------------------
ec ho ' <C ENTER><H2>Maps Fo c WWW -- Output</H2></CENTER >< P> ' 
c ase " SMAPS TY PE ~ i n 
T ) echo ' <C ENTE R> ' 
e c ho ' <H 3> Trav e l TIme (Probability ' $MAPS PROB ' ~) </H3> ' 
echo ' </ CENTER > ' 
A ) echo ' <CENTER> ' 
echo ' <H3 >Amount Leached ( Probability 
e cho ' <!CENTER> ' 
' S ~APS PROB ' %)</ H3 > ' 
$PROG PATH/chec k 
G) echo ' <CENT ER> ' 
echo ' <H3>G r o undwater Ha=ard (P r o babilIty 
esho ' <!CENTER> ' 
SPROG PATH!shecl" ,::; WH 
.) ec ho ' <CENTE R> ' 
' SHA£":5 PROS ' '. I " I H) .... ' 
echo ' <H3>Probabil i y o f Exceed I ng HAL o r MCL<!H3> ' 
echo ' </CENTER> ' 
$PROG PATH/ check POE 
e sa c 
~ -- check the r eturn value --
Hec ho ' <PRE> ' 
if { S? ' = O ) 
the n 
fi 
echo ' </PRE> ' 
echo ' <! BODY> ' 
echo ' </H TM L> ' 
exit - 1 
H-- Chec k if MAP and LiST are beth ur .. :he,~):eo:! --
~ echo MAP -- SMAPS OUTMA? 
Hecho LIST -- SMAPS OUTLIST 
if ( " SMAPS_OUTMAP " - ' ~ " M" 1 
then 
if [ " SMAPS_OUTLIST " , = "L" 
then 
echo ' <PRE><CENTER> , 
e cho ' Yo u must select a t least 1 o f the Output field .' 
echo ' </CEN TER></PR E> ' 
esho ' </BOOY></HTML> ' 
e x i t -1 
fi 
"----- ------------ - ---------------------------- --- ------------
H-- Followi ng 2 environment variables are needed f 0C Orasle --
~ -------------------------------------------- --- --- - ---- - -----
ORACLE HOME=/home/ o racle 
ORACLE SI O=sid1 
e xpo rt ORACLE _ HOME 
e x port ORACLE_SID 
~------------------ --------------------------------------
H-- Run di ff e ren t Pro · C p r og ram for different map ype --
H------ ---- ------------ ------------------ ---------- --- ---
case " SMAPS TYPE " In 
T ) SPRaG PATH/travel 
-l8 
esac 
map s num=S? 
TYPE= O 
A ) SPROG_ PAT H/ amt l ea c h 
ma psn um=S? 
TYPE=O 
G) SPROG_PATH/ gwhazard 
ma psn um= S? 
TYPE>l 
. ) SPROG PATH/poe 
ma psnum=$? 
TY PE=l 
ij-- Check if the r e is anythi ng wr o ng during the c al culation --
if [ $mapsnum = 255 J 
then 
f i 
e cho 'So me t hing wron g !' 
echo '< /PRE>' 
echo ' </ BODY > </HTML> ' 
e xit -1 
H-- f o r Gr oundwate r Ha zard a nd POE t here sho uld be o nly 1 map --
if [ $TYPE = 1 
then 
ma ps nu m= l 
f1 
echo ' </PRE> ' 
"------------------------------------------------------
H-- Setup th e environmen t va r l able s needed f o r GRAS S --
#------------------------------------------------------
if ( "SMAPS OUTMAP" = "M" 1 
then 
GI SBASE=/ho me /grass 4.1 
e xpo rt GISBASE 
GISDBASE=/usr/OISK3/gra s s4 . l.dat a 
e x po rt GISDBASE 
LOCAT I ON NAME=a l bers 
expo r t LOCAT ION NAME 
n----------------------------------
~ -- check if we have f r ee mapse t --
H----------------------------------
l o c number = l 
l o c atlo n=SGISDBASE/ S LOCAT ION NAME / wwwus r 
whil e t es t S l oc numbe r - It 10 
d o 
if mv -f Sl ocati o nSlocnumbe c/ UNLOCK SlocationSl 'j ,:numbec/LOt:K 
t he n 
e l se 
fi 
done 
t ouc h SlocationSlocnumbe r / LOCK 
mapset=wwwusrS l o cnumber 
location=$GISDBASE/ SLOCAT ION_NAME/ Smapset 
gisrc =STM P PAT H/.g ra s s rcSlocnumber 
map lp= STM P- PATH/ wwwusrSlocnumber . ppm 
brea k 
l o cnumber= e xpr S l o cn umbe r + 1 
if [ Slocnumb er = 6 J 
t he n 
5 eep 5 
l o cnumber=l 
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GIS RC=$glsrc 
ex po rt GISRC 
GIS LOCK=S $ 
e xpoct GIS_ LOCK 
LOCATION=$locaci on 
e xpo rt LOCATION 
MAPSET=$mapse t 
expo rt MA PSET 
PAINT ER=ppm 
e xpo rt PAI NT ER 
MAPLP=Smaplp 
e xpon: MAPL P 
PAT H= / home / gra ss4 . l/bin : /home/ grass4 . /scrlpts : / homeigrass 4 . l/gacden /bi n: / ho me/9rass .l. l/to 
015 : / ho me/ gr as s4 . li e c': : S, AT H 
export PATH 
PROJ_LI B=/ home/g r ass4 . l /~~: 
ex por t PROJ_LIB 
g . gisenv GISDBASE=S GIS DBAS E 
g.gise nv LOCATION NAME=SLOCAT I ON NAM E 
g . gi s env LOCATION;;;SLOC."'T ON 
g .gisenv ~APSET=SMAPSET 
g .gisenv PAIN TER=ppm 
9 . g i se nv MJl.PLP=$MA f' LP 
eva l g .g is en v 
#-------------------
H-- Selec t r eg ion --
H----------------- - -
county= ' g r ep " SMAPS COUNTY = " SPROG PATH/ coun t y . 1st 
COUNTY=' SPROG PATH/ge tcount / Scount y 
Hecho COU NT Y ;;; SCOUN TY 
MAPS BAS E=SCQUNTY. s o ils 
VECT;;;SCOUNTY . boundary 
Hecho SMA PS BASE 
g . r eg ion r as t=SMAPS BASE 
H---------------- ---------
H-- set MAS K t ·:) overl.:l Y --
H-------- ----- ---- ---- ----
AREA= "Entire Ar ea " 
OVE RLAY= grep " DI SE'LJI:( f OR - " Sparmfile I sed ' s/DISPLA'f fOR 1/ ' 
Hecho OV ER LAY = SOVERLfI.( 
if [ " SOVERLA'{" ' = " E" i 
hen 
if [ " SOVERLAY" = "e" 
then 
maskfile=SCOU NT Y. cc0p 
AREA="Cult l vated f'.re a " 
el se 
f i 
maskfile=SCOU NT Y. i rr iga t ed 
AREA= " I r rigated Area " 
#-- copy i c to MASK --
g . copy rast=Smasf:f~~ ~ , ;1JI.3K > / dev/null :'>&1 
f i 
H-- f o r MAP S OUT MA P == ;·1 - -
f i 
H---- -- ----------------- ---
#===========================~=== 
H-- Loop t o show a ll the maps --
H============= =========== ======= 
10opnum= O 
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wh ile r Sloopnum - It Smapsnum I 
do 
l oopnum~ ' expr Sloopnum + l ' 
~echo l oopnum Sl oopnum 
if [ " SM.l\PS OUTMAP " ~ "M" I 
t hen -
r ulesf i le~STMP PATH/rules . SMAPS PID . Sloopnum 
maxm~nf lle~STMP PATH/maxmln . SMAPS_PID , Sloopnum 
R-- re c la ss t he s oi l s ma p --
r. rec las s input~$MAPS_BASE ou t~re class1 < Srulesfi le 
H-- chang e t he co lor o f the re c las sed ma p 
cat SPROG PATH/rules . color I r.col o ['s ma p~reclass l col<;)['~rules > Idev/nul l 2> &1 
1------------------------------------------------------
R-- Gene['ate ppm file . and conve['t i t into ,if f ll e 
y------------------------------------------------ ----- -
GIF~maps . SS . Sl oopn um . gif 
GRASTER= re c lass l 
GVECTOR=SVECT 
GS I TES~none 
VCOLOR~none 
SCOLOR=none 
GI F SIZ E ~ 'g r ep " GIF SIZ E ~ " STMP PATH/pos t~d . 3S i s~d ' s/GIF 31:E = II " 
SP ROG_PATHlcas t 2g i(-SGIF SGRASTER SGVECTOR SGSIT ES $'./ ,O LOR SSCO LOR SGlr S IZ E 
M-- remove the recl ass map fr o m mapse 
g . remove r 3st~rec13ss1 > i d~vinu l : ~>& l 
H---------------------
H-- Remove the MASK --
H---------------------
i f [ " SOVE RLAY " , ~ uE" 
t he n 
g . r e move r a s t~MASK > Idev / null 2>&1 
f i 
H-~---------------------------
H Generate legend gif fi~e 
ij---- ---- -- -------- --- ---- ----
TTG lt~TT - SMAPS PID.SI')opnum , '~lf 
ttgif=SGIF PATH/STTG I F 
ase " $MAPS TYPE " in 
TI 
maxva l = ' grep " MAX~ " Smaxminfile I s ed ' s/ MAZ 1/ ' 
minval= ' g['ep "MIN : " $maxmintil ~ I 3 P ,J ' "/ MIII 'I ' 
SPROG_PATH/t - gl f Sc :~l;: Smln'l .ll :;m,3 ,-: '/.J ~ 
TTGIF=gif / STTGI F 
AI 
maxval= ' qrep I' MAX ;; II Smaxminfil~ 1 s,=d r s/ MA;~ /1 ' 
mi nva l ~ ' grep "MIN =" Smaxminf il" ! sed ' s/ MI II - , I ' 
SPROG_PJI,TH /al - gif Sttglf Sminval Smazv-3 1 
TTGIF=gif/STTGlr 
TTG I F~gwh , 9 i f 
. ) TTGI F=poe · 9 i f 
esac 
H------------------ -
N -- Show t he HA P 
#-------------------
echo ' <CEN TE R> ' 
ec ho ' <TABLE BORDER=3> , 
echo ' < ,-- t able heade r - - > ' 
echo ' <tr val i gn =mlddle > ' 
echo ' <th a liqn=middle> , B> ' SMA?S COI)IIT,( - - ,;',REA ' <18, Oth> ' 
echo ' </tr> ' 
he ad e r f i I e=STM P PATH I h "ad , SM.A,PS PIC , S l,:-jpr,urr, 
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echo ' < ! - - User inpu~ i nfo -- > ' 
echo ' <tr valign=middle> ' 
echo ' <td align=left> <p ce > ' 
cat She ad ec fi le 
echo ' </ pre> </~d> ' 
echo ' <t r >< td a l ign=middl e> ' 
echo ' <I MG SRC= " ht~p : //clay .agr . oks~ate . edu/MAPS/gifl ' SGIf ' '' > <BR> ' 
e cho ' <I td > ' 
echo '<I tc> ' 
echo ' <tr>< t d al ign=mi dd l e>' 
e c ho ' <IMG SRC= '' ht t p : //c l a y . agr . ol:state . edu/MAPS/ ' STTGIf '" > <BR> ' 
e c ho ' <l t d >' 
echo ' </ TABLE>' 
echo ' </ CENTER>' 
echo ' <BR> ' 
#--
fi 
~ -- -- -- --
#-------------------------------------
H f o r GWH and POE , show deta ll l ~ tO 
ij-------------------------------------
de ~ ai lfi l e=STMP PATH/ detail . SMA PS PI D 
if I "$MA PS TYPE" = "G" J -
then -
f i 
echo ' <CENTER><PR E ' 
ca ~ Sdetail fi le 
echo ' </PRE></CENTSR> , 
i f I " $MA PS TY PE" = " P" I 
the n 
f i 
echo ' <C ENTER>< PRE> ' 
c at Sdet ail f il e 
e cho ' </ PRE></C ENT ER> ' 
ij ---------------------------
H-- Show List Informa tion --
H---------------------------
if [ " SMAPS OUT LIST " " L" J 
th e n 
echo ' <CENTER> ' 
ec ho ' <TABLE BORDER= O WI DTH= SO ' . ' 
echo ' <t e vallgn=mlddl~> ' 
echo ' <td align=le f > ' 
pcob = expr 100 - SMAPS PROB 
c ase " SMAP S TYPS " I n -
T ) -
ingfi l~=STM P PATH /L ng redlent . St-IP,PS PID . Sloopnum 
MAPS ING= grep " I NGREDIENT = " Singf ile ) sed ' sIiNGREDlENT /I ' 
echo 'T r a ve l time f o r <U><B> ' SMAPS ING ' </B></U> to reach a depth OJ 1 meter ' 
echo ' f o r d iffe c e n t soils in <U><B>'SMA PS COU NTY ' </B >< /U > sounty . 
e c ho ' Co mputing t he t c a vel ~ i me f o c applica t ions in man y dlfferen t years ind icates ' 
~ cho 't ha t the ~ i mes shown below we c e e x c eeded for <U><B> ' $MAPS PROB ' %< / B></U> o f the 
a pp l i c a t i o ns ; , 
echo ' t ra ve l ~ l mes f o c <U>< B> ' Spcob ' %</B></U> of the applicatlons we re less tha n the 
va lues' 
e c ho I show;l. I 
echo ' <BR><BR> ' 
A ) 
ing f ile=STMP ?AT HI lng r ~dl~nt . SMAPS prD . S I 00pCiLlln 
MAPS ING= grep " INGR EDIENT =" $lnqfile I sed ' s/UIGREDIEtIT = II ' 
e cho ' Amount of <U><B> ' SMAPS lNG ' </B>< /U > leached be Y0nd 0f 1 me er 
echo ' f o r d i f ferent soils in <U><B> ' SMA PS COUNTY ' </ B></U , count y . ' 
e cho ' Computing the amount leached f o r a pplicati on s in many differen t yeaes indlcates ' 
echo ' t ha t the a moun t s s hown be low we e e exceeded f o e <U><B > ' SMAPS PROB ' ~ < /B> < / U> 0f the ' 
echo 'a pplicat ions ; a mo unt s f o r <U><B > ' Sprob ' %</ B></U> o f the appllcatio ns w~ r e less than ' 
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-
echo ' the val ues shown .' 
echo ' <BR>< BR> ' 
; ; 
G) 
e cho ' Grou nd wa t e r ha zard for <U><B> ' SMA PS TRADENAME ' </B></U> f or differen soils ' 
echo ' in <U>< B> , SMAPS COUNTY ' </B> Iu> county . </B> ' 
echo ' Compu t ing t he gro undwate r hazard fo e many different app licatl 0 ns ' 
echo ' indicates that the h zards shown below wer e exceeded f o r <U>< B> ' SMAPS PROB ' %</ B></U> 
o f ' 
echo 't he appli c ati ons ; grou ndwater ha=a ed s for <U><B> ' Sprob ' %</B></U> o f the app Lications 
echo ' were less than the values shown .' 
echo ' <BR ><BR> ' 
~ ) 
echo ' Probabilit y o f <U> <B> , SMAPS TRADENAME ' </8></U> exceeding t he healt h ' 
echo ' advi sory l evel o r maximum contami. . ant level for diffe r ent soils ' 
echo ' ln <U> <B> ' SMAPS COUNTY ' </B></u> coun ty . 
e cho 'Va lues s hown be low represent th e f~acti o n o f the a pp licati ons ' 
echo ' which r es u l t in pesti cide concent rati o ns g reater th a n the healt h ' 
echo 'adviso ry l evel o r t he ma x i mum con t ami nan level o f the pesticide .' 
e cho ' <BR><BR> ' 
esa e 
e cho ' <ltd> ' 
~-- sho w t he soil lis t --
lis t file=STMP PAT H/ llSt . SMAPS P[ D. S L·)c· pr,um 
c at Sllstf i le 
echo ' </TABLE> ' 
f 1 
H-- sepe r a t e be ween mul t ipl e maps --
echo ' <HR > ' 
d o n e 
H-------- end o f l oop --------
H------- - ----------------
# f ree the mapset In use 
~ ------- -- --- --- ---------
Obi nl mv - f S LOCATION/ LOCK S LOCAT ION (IJt ILOC,' 
H------------ -
echo ' </BODY >' 
echo ' </ HTML> ' 
H==~==~==~ 




A PRO*C PROGRAM 
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1+ Fi le Name trave l .pc */ 
1* Au t hor : Tao Zhu +/ 
/* Created : 07- 05- 1 996 +1 
/+ Des c ript i on: +; 
/ * Cal c u l a te t he t r a ve l t ime for Maps f or WWW . * / 
/ •• ~.*.* ••• ****~* •• *~. + .+~.+ ~ +.+.+ ~.~ .~. ~ .• + •• + +~ ••••• · ~ ··· I 
~ i nc lud e <s t dio . h> 
Hi nc l ude <stdl i b .h> 
Hi n c lude <st r i ng .h> 
/*-- De fi ne 
Hde fine 
Hd efine 
Hd ef i ne 
Hd e f ine 
cons t a n ts for VARCHAR leng hs . - --I 
UNAME LEN 20 
PWD LEN 40 
ARRAY LENGTH 10 
MAX REC 100 
/ *-- Dec l a r e variabl es . No d ecl a r e s ecti on i s n eeded if MODE=ORACLE. --*/ 
char ' us erna me "MAPUSR" ; 
c ha r · pas sword = "xxxx xx ""; 






d o ub l e 
d o ub le 
d o ub le 
s Co mmonName [ 3 1 ]; 
s=P r od Uni t [ l] ; 
s_AI lb_ ~ r odUn i t; 
s Koc ; 
s_H a l EL i Ee ; 
s HALEQ; 
+g_Tead eCommRec, gTr ad eCo mmR e c; 









sho r t 
s hort 
sho rt 
s ho r t 






s ho r t 
sho r t 
s ho rt 
s ho r t 
s hor t 
s ho r t 
s ho rt 
s Countylnde x ; 
s-SoilIndex; 
s=:Ceo p Name(9 ] ; 
s AppIDate[9]; 
s-Irrigatio nType [ 9 ]; 
s- ~ cobab l li t y ; 
s KocO ; 
s - Koe l ; 
s - Koe2 ; 
s Koc4 ; 
s Koc l ; 
s - KocIO ; 
s - Koc20 ; 
s Koe4 0 ; 
s=KoeIO ; 
s KoeIOO ; 
s Koe200 ; 
s-Koe4 00 ; 
s KoeI OO ; 
s -Koe I OOO ; 
s -Ko e 2000 ; 
s - Ko e 4000 ; 
s - Ko e IOOO ; 
s -Ko e l 0000 ; 
s hort s Gr a ss I nde x ; 
*g T rave l Re c~ gT c a vel Ree ; 
I' Include t he SQL Communica t lons Area. 
Yo u e an use Hi nclude o r EXEC SQL I NCLUDE . " / 
1+ Hinel ud e <s q l c a . h> - / 
EXEC SQL INCLU DE s qlca . h; 
I ' De c lare error handli ng function . , ; 
void sq l _error () ; 
1'------------------------------------+ / 
/ * gl o ba l v a riab l es f o r t he t est d a t a * / 
/+ ------------------------------------+ / 




s hor t 




BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; 
va r_Coun ty I nd ex ; 
var_Soi ll ndex; 
va r _ Muid \ 8 ] ; 
var SoilNa me\91j ; 





sho r t 
var_CountyName\12) ; 
v a r _ Cr o pN a me \8 j; 
v a r_App lDate [ 9] ; 
va r_I rrigationType[9) ; 
v ar_ Probability; 




i n t 
Koc , Kocl , Koc2 , tl , t 2 ; 
t t , mi ntt , maxt t , di f ; 
i , j; 
ing no = 0 ; 
p i d; 
s truct 
( 
s ho r t s_Gras s Index; 
d ouble s _Trave l Ti me; 
gGrass lnde x[ MAX REC I; 
/ + y +*********** •• ******/ 
/ * main( ) starts here +/ 
I +~**** * *··*** * ****··**/ 
main{ a r gc , arg v 
i nt a rgc; 
c h ar +a r gv ( ]; 
[ 
char temp cha r[5 0 ]; 
c ha r t emp s tring [ 50 ]; 
cha r ru lesf i l e na me [ lOOI ; 
c ha r list f i l e name[l OO j ; 
c ha r maxmi n fi l e na me [lO Oj ; 
char heade r name [l OO] ; 
c ha r t mp_ path [5 01; 
in t segme n t= O; 
in t sl , s 2 , s 3 , s4 : 
d o uble delta ; 
f ILE * fp rule s ; 
fI LE * fp- Ust ; 
fIL E * fp-ma xmin ; 
fIL E * fp:::hea der ; 
g _ Tr adeCommRec = &gTr adeCommRec ; 
/*------------------------------------- -- --- --" ' 
/ 0 Reg i ste r sql error( ) as the e rro r handle r . "/ 
/ 0 ______ -------=----------------------------- -- , 
EXEC SQL WH ENE VE R SQLERROR DO sql er C0 r ( "OR}\CLE er [ 0 ( -- \ n " j ; 
/ +---------------------------------------------------- ---------1 
/ * Co nnect t o ORACLE . Pr o gra m wi ll ca ll s ql error() - / 
/ * if an erro r occu rs whe n c o nnect ing to t he - de faul t database . - ; 
/*---------------------------------------------------- ----- - --*1 
EXEC SQL CON NECT :username I DENTIFIED BY : p assword ; 
;°_----------------------------+ 1 
;" setup paramete rs f rom e n v °1 
/ "------------------------------ / 
s t r c py ( (cha r ' ) va r_Cou ntyName . a r r, getenv I " I"IAPS _COUNTY " ) ) ; 
v a r _ CountyN ame . le n = strlen( (char " ) var _Co untyName . a r r ) ; 
st r c p y ( (c h a r " }var _Cr opN ame .a c r, geten ;/ ( " MAPS_CROP " }) ; 
var_C r o pName . len = strle, l(chac ' )v ac Cco pName . arr) ; 
s tr c py ( (c har "} var Appl Date . ar r, geten v ("MAPS AE'P LD/ITE " ) ;; 
v a r _Appl Da te.len =-st r le n (( c ha r · ) v a r _ ApplDate . arr ) ; 
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s tr c p y « char + )var Irrigat i onType .a rr , getenv ( " MAPS IRRTYPE " » ; 
va r_Ir rlgatlonType~l e n = strlen «char +)var IrrigatlonType . arr) ; 
var_Irr lgationType . arr[B) = ' \0 '; -
strcpy«cha r + )var TradeName . arr , getenv ( "MAPS TRADENAME " » ; 
var_ Tr ad e Name .len ~ strlen( (char * )var_TradeName . acr) ; 
va c_Pro babil1ty = a t oi ( getenv( " MAPS_PROB " ) ) ; 
pid = a t o i ( g etenv ( "MAPS PI 0 ") ) ; 
strcpy ( t mp_path, getenv"(" TMP_PATH " ) ) ; 
/*-------------------- ------------------------ - -/ 
/--- Ca l l sto r ed funct i on t o get CountyIndex --. / /._---------------------------------------------/ 
EXEC SQL EXECUTE 
BEGIN 
: va r Co un tylnd e x : = MAPMGR.GET OUNTYINDEX( : va,_CountyName ); 
END; -
END-EXEC; 
/ +------------------------------- */ 
/+ Dec lare cu rso r f o r cu r Trave l -I 
/.-----------------------~------- . J 
EXEC SQL DECLARE cu r Tr a vel CURSOR ,OR 
SELECT" -
, ROM MA PMG R.Tra v elID 
WHERE Count y Index - : var_Countylnde x 
AND CropName - : var Cr o pName 
AND Appl Da t e = :va r =ApplDa t e 
AND I r~i g at io nType - : v a r_I rr igati o nType 
And Pro babil it y = : va r_ Probab ilit y ; 
j"------------------------------*j j- Declare cursor cur TradeComm *j 
/. ------------- - -----~----------+ / 
EXEC SQL DECLARE cur TradeCorrun CU RSOR , OR 
SELECT CommonName, Prod Un it, AIlb Pr od Un it , Koc , Half Life , HALEQ 
tROM MAPMGR. CHEMICAL 
WHERE Tr adeNa me - : var TradeNa me 
AND Koc IS NOT NULL 
AND Koc <= 10000 
AND Half Lif e IS NOT NULL 
AND KALEQ > 0 
AND AILB ProdUni t IS NOT NULL 
AND ProdUnit IS NOT NULL ; 
/*---------------------------______ 0' /o _______________________________ __ .j 
/ * START THE QUERY AN D CALCU LATION of 
/+---------------------------------, / / + _________________________________ o j 
EXEC SQL OPEN cur Trad eCo mm ; 
EXEC SQL WH ENEVER-NOT , OU ND DO break ; 
f o r (; ; ) 
[ 
EXEC SQL , ETCH cu r_Trad e Comm INTO :g_TradeCommRe c ; 
gT r adeCommRec . s CommonName .a Cl:[gTradeCc. mmRec: . s C<)mmonName . lenj - ' \0 '; 
gTrad eCommRec .s- Pr odUnit .a r, [gTr adeCommRe c . s_P r 0dUnl . lenl = ' \0 '; 
i ngno ++; 
EXEC SQL OPE N cu r T r a vel ; 
EXEC SQL WHENE VER-NOT , OU ND DO break ; 
j --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- f 
;*-- Pr int o u t t he h~ ade r d e scripti o n pa r t fo r t he ma p --- I /*__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ - Of 
spr i n tf (header name , " %s/ head . %d . %d ", tmp_path , pid , ingno I ; 
f p he ade r = f open( header_name , "w+" ); 
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fprint f (fp heade r ., 
" <B> COUNTY : %- 12s 
vac_Coun tyNa me.ar c , 
va r_I c rigat i onType . ar c ) ; 
f p r i ntf (fp hea d er , 
" <B> AP PL . DATE : %- 14 s 
v ac_ApplDate . a cc , 
va r Cr ooName . a c r l; 
f p r i nt f ! fp head e r , 
I RRIGATlON TY PE 
CROP 
"<B> PESTI CI DE : %- 40s </B>\ n", 
var Tr a d e Name . a rr); 
f p rintflfp hea d e r, 
"<B> ACTIVE INGREDIENT: %- 33 s </B>\ n-, 
g Tra deCommRec . s _Co mmo nN a me . a rc); 
%8s </B>\ n " , 
8s </B>\n ", 
sp r i n t f ( temp c ha r, " %. I f ml/gOC", gTradeCommRec . s_Koc) ; 
f pri n tf ( fp head e r, 
"<B> Ko c : %-1 6s </B>\ n", 
temp char) ; 
f clos e( fp_ he a d e r I; 
j*------------------------------------------ I 
1* Output t he active ingredients to a file 01 
/*----------------------------------------- "1 
sprin t f( l i s tfil e name , " %s/ingred l ent . %d . %d ", tmp_path , pid , ingno) ; 
fp l i s t - f o p e n( - l ls t f i l e name , "w+" ) ; 
fp~in tf ( fp l i s t , " INGREDI ENT = %s\n", gTrade ommRec . s o mmo nName . arrl ; 
f close( fp= li s t ); 
j*-------------------------------*I 
j*-- pr i nt o ut t he o utput li s t --*j 
/~-------------------------------*j 
i - O. 
sp ri nt f {l i stf i le na me , " ~s/llS t. %d . %d ", t mp path , pid , ingno l; 
fp_ list - f open(-li s tf1l e _ name , "w~" ) ; 
1'-- p r i n t out the he ader --" I 
fpr intf ( fp li st , " <tr>< t d a li g n- midd le >\ n " ) ; 
fp rint f (fp= li st, " <PRE >\n " J ; 
fpr~n tf ( fp list , 
" < B>:::::-;-::C========::::=======:::::I=======================:='~=====-===</ B>\ n il) ; 
fp rin tf(fp_lis t, 
" <B>COUNTY : %-1 25 IRRIGATI ON TYPE. ; %8s< /B>\ ,., ", 
va r Cou,.,t yName . a rr, 
var I rc i ga tio nT ype . arr ) ; 
f pcin t f(fp_lis t, 
" <B>APP L. DATE : %- 14 s 
v ar_ App lDa te .arc, 
v a r Cr o pName.acr); 
f p r intf( fp li st , 
" <B> PESTICI DE : %-4 05 </B> \ n ", 
v ar Tc a d e Name . arr ) ; 
fp rin t f ! f p_ l is t, 
CROP 
" <B>ACTIVE I NGREDIENT : %- 33s </B> \ n ", 
gTradeCommRec . s CommonName . arr ) ; 
fpr i nt f (fp l ist , -
" <B> Koc : %- 165 
t emp cha r); 
%8s </B >\ n " , 
<I B>\n ", 
fprintf ( fp li s t, 
" <B>--=--------------------------------------------------</ B>\ n " ) ; 
f pr int f ( fp_ lis t, 
" <8 > 
fpri nt f (fp_ l i s t , 
Travel Ti me </ B> \ n " ) ; 
" <8> Mu id Soil Na me (ciays)< iB>\ n" ) ; 
fpr intf [ fp l is t , 
,,-----=----------------------------------------------- \ nll); 
/*-- Loop f or t h e cu rr ent ingredianc --" I 
f o r ( ; ; ) 
( 
EXEC SQL FETCH c~r_Trdvel INTO ; gT ravelR~c ; 
g Tra ve lRe c . s _C r o pN ame. ar r [gTcd vel Rec .s_CcopName . lenJ = ' \0 '; 
g Tra v e lRec . s _ApplDat e . a r r l gTr a velRec . s _ApplDa te . lenJ ' \0 '; 
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i f ( 
{ 





1 f ( 
( 
if r 
= gT cadeCe mmRee.s Kee ; 
-
Kee <= 1 
Kee l = 0 ; Kee2 = 1 ; 
tl gTravel Ree . s KeeO ; 
t 2 = gTr ave lRee . s Kee l ; 
Kee > 1 && Kee <= 2 ) 
Keel 1; Kee2 = 2 ; 
tl g Travel Ree . s Keel; 
t 2 = gTcavel Ree . s =KeeZ ; 
Kee > 2 && Kee <= 4 ) 
Keel 2 ; . KeeZ = 4 ; 
tl qT ravelRe e . s Ko c2 ; 
-
t Z = qT !:"avelRee . s Kee ~ ; 
Ke e > 4 && Kee <= 7 ) 
Kee l 4 ; Kee2 = ? ; 
t1 q Tc av e lRee . s Kee 4 ; 
-
t2 = g T cavelRec.s Kee ?; 
Kee > 7 && Koc <= 10 i 
Kee l 7 . Kee 2 = 1 0 ; 
t l q TravelRee . s Koe ?; 
-
t 2 = q Travel Ree .s Koe l 0 ; 
Kee > 10 && Kee <= 20 I 
Koel = 10 ; KeeZ = 20 ; 
t1 qTra ve lRee . s_KeelO ; 
t2 = gTravelRe e . s Koe20 ; 
Kee > 20 && Koe <= 40 ) 
Koe l 20 ; Koe2 = ~ O ; 
t l & qT r avelRee . s Koe20 ; 
t2 = qTravelRee . s =Kec40 ; 
Kee > 40 && Kee <= 7 0 i 
Kee l 40 ; Kee2 = 70 ; 
t 1 gTc a velRee . s_ Kee4 0 ; 
tZ = g Tr a velRee . s Kee7 O; 
-
Kee > 70 && Ke e (:: 100 ) 
Kec l 70 ; Kee 2 = 100 ; 
tl qTrav e lRee . s Kee70 , 
t 2 = gT r a v e lRee.s KeelOO ; 
Koc > 100 && Koe <= 200 ) 
Keel 100 ; Kec 2 = 200 ; 
tl gTra velRee . s Kee l OO ; 
t2 = gT r a velRee . s Kee200 ; 
Kee > 200 && Kee <= 400 ) 
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Ke cl = 200 ; Kec2 = 400; 
tl gTravelRec.s Ke e2 00 ; 
t 2 = gTr avelRe e . s =Ke e 400 ; 
i f ( Kee > 400 && Kee <~ 7 00 ) 
( 
Kec l 400 ; Kee2 = 700 ; 
tl gTra v e l Re e . s Kee 4 00 ; 
t 2 = gT rave l Ree . s-Kee700 ; 
i f ( Ke e > 7 00 && Ke e ( = 1000 ) 
( 
Koe l 700 ; Ke e2 = 1000; 
t l gTrav el Re e .s Koe 700; 
t 2 = gTravelRee . s-Kee l OO O; 
i f ( Koc > 1000 && Ko c <= 2000 ) 
Ko e l 1000 ; Koe2 = 200 0 ; 
tl gTravel Ree . s KoeIOOO; 
t2 = gTravelRec . s=Koe: OOO ; 
i f 1 Koc > 2000 && Koe <= 4000 ) 
{ 
Ko el 2000 ; Koe2 = 4000 ; 
tl gT r a ve l Ree. s Koc200 0; 
t 2 = gTra ve l Re e. s-Koe4000; 
i f 1 Ko e > 4 000 && Koe <= 700 0 ) 
( 
Ko e l 4000 ; Ko e 2 = 7000 ; 
t l gTravel Ree.s Ko e4 000 ; 
t 2 = gTrave lRee . s =Koe7 00 0 ; 
1 f ( Koe > 7000 && Koe <~ 10000 ) 
I 
Koel 700 0 ; Koe2 = 10000 ; 
tl = gTr a vel Ree . s Koe 7000 ; 
t2 = gTca v e lRee . s=Koc l OOOO ; 
I ----------------------------' j 
I" c a lculate t he t c a ve l ti me "j 
; 9---------------------------", 
t t = (do ub l e ) ( Koe - Koe l ) * I t2 - tll ; IKoe2 - Koel) + r. l; 
/*--------------------------------- "; 
;* s a ve t he value i nt o g r a ss a r ray o j 
1*---------------------------------' / 
g Gr as sl ndex li ! . s Gcass lndex gTra velRec . s Grasslndex ; 
gGrasslnde x liJ . s =TravelTime = ct ; 
'0 ______ ----------------" ; 
I" d ec i de maximi n va l ue " ; j '----------------------"j 
if ( i == 0 
max t t = mintt = tt ; 
i f ( t t > ma x t t 
maxtt ;;: tt ; 
i f 1 t t < mi nt e 
mint t = t t ; 
/ " -------------" / 
/ " incre men t l " / 
; --------------"1 
i+ .... ; 
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/ * Ge t the Mu id and Name for the soil 0 / 
var Soi l I ndex = g TravelRec . s SoilIndex ; 
EXEC SQL EXECUTE -
BEGIN 
MAPMGR . PGETMUID ( : va r CountyIndex , : var Soillndex , 
: v a r _ Muid . : v ar_SoiI Name ) ; 
END ; 
END-EXEC; 
var Mu id . arr [ var Muid . len ) = '\ 0 '; 
var= Muid . arr[7 ) =-' \ 01 : 
va r SoilName . a rr [ va r SoilName. l en 
var= Soi I Na me . arr[35) : ' \0 '; 
1* print o ut f or t he current record ' / 
[printf(fp list , 
" %=75 %- 355 %7d \ n ", 
var Muld . a r r , 
v a r = SoilNa me. a rr , 
(int )t t); 
i f ++segment == 5 ) 
/* p rin t an e mpt y line */ 
f printf ( fp llst ." \ n"); 
s e g me nt = 0; . 
1*-- pr int ou t th e la st li ne --*1 
fprintf (f p l is t . 
' \0 ' ; 
" CB>===: =============================== ==================</B>\ n" ) ; 
fpnncf ( fp l i st . " c /PRE>\ n "); 
fprintE (fp=lls t, " </td>\n" ) ; 
fclo se ( fp_ list ); 
EXEC SQL CLOS E c ur T ra v e l; 
/*---------------------------+ / 
1* Write mini ma x informatio n * / 
/*---------------------------*/ 
spri ntf ( ma x minfil e n ame , " os/maxmin . %d.% d ", tmp _ path , pld . ing n o I ; 
fp_ma x min = f o p e n ( ma xmi n f ile_na me . " \oft " ) ; 
fp r intf ( fp_maxmln , " MAX 
[printEr fp_ma xmi n , " MIN 
%d\n ", ( intl ma x t I; 
%d \n ", ( in t l rn int I ; 
1"-----------------------------------" / 
1*-----------------------------------' / 
j " reel ass soil by thei r t ravel tI me *j 
/*------------------------------- ----*/ 
/*----------------------------------- *j 
j = 0 ; 
sp r intf(rules f ile name , "% s/ru l es .% d . %d ", t mp_path , pid , ingnol ; 
f p_ ru l es = f o pen (- ru les fil e name , " ..,t" I ; 
delta = (maxtt - mintt l 1 5 . 0 ; 
s l ( i nt) (mint t +d elta +0.5 ) ; 
52 ( in t i (mintt t 2 *d elta+ 0 . 51 ; 
53 ( int i (mintt+3 *del t a+ O. 51 ; 
54 ( inti (mi n tt+4 *de lt a +O . 5 1; 
whi 1 e ( j < i ) 
( 
dif gGrassIndex [) l . s _ T ra veITime ; 
if ( d i f <= 51 ) 
( 
f p r lntf l fp r ules . " %d 
j ++ ; 
%d \n ", gGrassIndex(j ) . s_Grasslnd e x , I ) ; 
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c on ti n ue ; 
) ; 
i!' ( d i f <= s 2 
f p n ntf(fp rules , " 'lid = %d\n ", gGrasslndex(j] . s_Grasslndex , 2) ; 
j ++ ; 
continu e ; 
) ; 
if ( dif <= s3 
( 
f prin t. f(fp_ rules , " d d\n ", gGrasslndex(j ] . s_Grasslndex , 3 ); 
j ++ ; 
continue ; 
] ; 
if ( d if <= s 4 
{ 
fprintf l fp rules , " 'lid 
-
'IId\n ", gG c dssIndex [j ] . s_Grasslndex . 4) ; 
i+ +-J , 
con tinue ; 
} ; 
; - else . It 1S 1n the Sth sectlon -, 
f p r intfl f p_rules , " %d = %d\n ", gG r .3ssInd~:«j l . s_Grass[ndex . S) ; 
con t. inu e; 
/ , c atego ry 99 i s t he bo~der "/ 
fp rin tf ( f p_rule s, " 99 = 99\ n " I; 
f c l o se ( fp_ru l e s 1; 
EXEC SQL CLOSE c u r Tr adeComm: 
; +-------------------------- / 
; , Disconnect. fr o m ORACLE . - / 
; +----------- --- -- -- -- --- --' / 
EXEC SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE : 
,--------------------------- "/ 
;" Return No o f ingredients -/ 
/ "--------------------------' / 
exit.( i ngno ) ; 
/"-------------------------------- / 
/ + s ql erro r l I + / 
/ " Displa y oracle erro r messages -; 
/+ ------------------------------- - / 
void 
sql ecco r (msg : 
c h ar * msq ; 
( 
ch ar er e msg[1281 ; 
int b u f_Ien . msg l e n ; 
EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR CONT INU E ; 
pr intf( " \n %s\n", ms g) ; 
buf len = sizeof (err ms g ) ; 
s qlglm( e rr ms g . &b u f l e n, &msg len; ; 
pr lntf ( "%.*s \ n ", msg_le n , e rr msg) ; 
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK RE LEAS E; 
ex it ( - l) ; 
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APPENDIX C 
A STORED PROCEDURE 
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/*---------------------------------------------------* I 
/* Procedure Name : pGetMuid */ 
/* Parameters : */ 
/* pCountylndex IN INTEGER, */ 
/* pSoilIndex IN INTEGER, */ 
/* pMuid OUT SOILNAME.MUID %T¥PE, */ 
/* pSoilName OUT SOILNAME.MUNAME%TYPE "/ 
/* Description : *1 
/* Get MUID and MUNAME for a soil according to */ 
/* CountyIndex, and SoilIndex give n. */ 
/*------------------------------------------------- --* I 
CREATE OR REPLACE 
PROCEDURE pGetMuid ( pCountylndex IN INTEGER, 
pSoilIndex IN INTEGER, 
pMuid OUT SOILNAME.MU ID%TYPE, 
pSoilName OUT SOILNAME.MUNAME%TYPEl 
IS 
BEGIN 
SELECT Muid, Muname 
INTO pMuid , pSoilNarne 
FROM SoilName 
WHERE Countylndex = pCountyIndex 
AND Soillndex = pSoilIndex; 
EXCEPTION 
WHEN NO DATA FOUND THEN 
pMuid := 'N/A'i 




A C PRORGAM FOR GIF GENERATION 
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/* Filename t t-gi f.c 
/ * Au tho r Ta o Zhu 
/ * Created Aug-07- l996 
/ * Compil e c c t t - g i f. c gd. o - 0 t t - g i f 
/ * d esc r i pt i o n: 






" / / * ____________________________________________ __ ___ ____ 0
/ - Update Hi s t o ry : 
hncl ude <std io .h> 
Hi n c lude <stdlib.h> 
Ki nc lud e "gd. h " 
/* ---------------------*/ 
/ * constant defini t i o n *; 
/*- --------------------*1 
wdefi n e SM 5 ; * Le Et Ma rg i n -; 
Hd ef ine TM 5 I - To p Margin oJ 
~d ef i n e SM 5 1* Space Ma r gi n "( 
Hde fine GIF H~IGHT TM*2+16' 2+ S+ l 6+5 
Hd ef i ne GI f WIDTH LM* 2 +S* S+ S* 6* S+4*S 
1* ----------------------------*1 
1* g lob a l va r i ab les f o r colo r */ 
/* ----------------------------"/ 
i n t whi te ; 
i n t blue; 
i nt red ; 
i n t c ya n; 
in t yellow; 
int g r e en; 
int bla c k; 
i nt brown; 
int p u rple; 
int mag e nta; 
int co lo rs[S ] ; 
int mi nval , maxval ; 
/* ---------------- +/ 
/* Draw r ectang le " / 
I" ----------------- J 
voi d Dr a wRecta ngle ( 1m, xl , yl . x2 , y = , co l o r ) 
gdl magePt r i m; 
i nt x l; 
i n t yl ; 
i n t x 2 ; 
int y2; 
i n t co l o r; 
gd lmag e Li ne( 1m, xl, '11, 
gd l ma geLine ( im , x2 , y l , 
gd lmageLi ne ( im , )( 2 , y 2 . 
gd lmag e Li ne( im , xl , y2 , 
1"----------------------_· / 
1* Draw the bar " ; 
;*- ---- -- ----------------" / 
void DcawBac ( im ) 
g d lmagePt r im; 
( 
i nt Y, X; 
Y TM + 16 + S + SM ; 
X LM + S+ S; 
x.2 , yl, c olo r ) ; 
x 2. 1 2 , colo r ) ; 
xl. y 2 , colo r ) ; 
xl, yl, co l o r ) ; 
Dr awRectangle( 1m, X, Y, X+6- S, Y+ I O, c olo cs[ OJ ); 
gd Imagefi llTo Bo rd e r ( i m, X+ 2 , Y+2 , colo cs( OJ , co l o rs( OJ ) ; 
X = X + 6'8; 
Dr a wRe c tangle ( i m, X, Y, X+6 +S, Y+ I O, co l o r s ( 1 ] ); 
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L 
gdlma g e t illToBorder ( im , X+ 2 , Y+ 2 , c o lors[l], colors[l) } ; 
x = x + 6 ~ 8 ; 
DrawRecta ngle( i m, X, Y, X+ 6 * 8 , Y+ I O, colo rs {2] } ; 
gdlmag ef' ill ToBo r der ( im , X+2 , ¥ +2 , c olo r s{2 ], colors[:) } ; 
x = x + 6 +S ; 
DrawRectangle ( 1m , X, Y, X+6 - S , Y+10 , co l o rs [3] ) ; 
gdlmagetillTo Bo r de r ( i m, X+2 , Y+2 , colo rs !3 ]. colors[3] ) ; 
x = X + 6 *S; 
DrawRectangl e( 1m, X , Y, X+6*8 , Y+I O, co lors(4 ) }; 
gd lmagef'illToBo r der ( 1m, X+2 , Y+2 , c olors[ 4 ]. CO l OES[4 ] ); 
1+ Draw t he ti t le +1 
gdImageSt ring ( im , LM , TM , " Tr a ve l " I black ); 
gd lma g eS t r i ng ( i m, LM , TM+l 6 +SM, " Time ", blac k ); 
gdlma geSt ri ng ( im , LM , TM+ 2 + ( 1 6+SM) , " (d ays )", bla c k l; 
!. -----------------------~/ 
/ * Draw the range texts " / 
/*------------------------ / 
v o i d Dr 3wRa ng e( 1m ) 
gdl magePt r i m; 
I 
c har t l l l O], t 2( 1 0 ); 
i nt X, Y, len; 
fl oa t del t a ; 
len S ; /+ o n e ch a r is 8 pixel wi de +j 
Y TM + 3 + 8; 
X = LM + 7*8; 
del ta = (max v a l - mi nvall ; 5. 0 ; 
/ " Range -- 1 oj 
sprin t f ( t1, "%-5d ", mi nv a l ) ; 
gdlmageString( im , X, Y, tl , blaCk ) ; 
/ " Range -- 2 * / 
X = X + 6 +8 ; 
spr i nt f ( tl , " %- Sd ", (i nt) ( mi n v a l+del t a +0 .5 ) ) ; 
gdlmageStri ng ( i m, X, Y, tl , blacy. ) ; 
; * Range -- 3 */ 
x = X + 6 * S ; 
sprintf( tl , "%- 5d ", (i nt) (mi nv a l+ 2 *delt3+ 0 . S J 
gdlmageString ( i m, X, Y, tl , black ) ; 
/. Range -- 4 • I 
X = X + 6 * 8 ; 
, . 
, , 
s p r i nt f( tl , "%- 5d ", ( lnt) (mlnval +3 "de lt 3+ 0 . S I I ; 
gdlmageString ( im , X, Y, tl , blac k I ; 
/* Ra ng e -- 5 +/ 
X = X + 6 * 8 ; 
s p r i n tf ( t 1 , " % - Sd" , ( 1 n t ) (mi n val + 4 • de l t a + 0 . 5 I ) ; 
g d l ma ge S t r i ng ( i m, X, Y, t l , bl ack i; 
/+ Range -- 6 +/ 
X = X + 6 * 8 ; 
sprlntf ( tl, n%- 5d ", maxval ); 
gdlmageStri ng ( im, X, Y, t l , black :; 
/*-------------------------/ 
/ + mai n ( ) starts here . / 
/ -------------------------" / 
i nt ma i n ( a ege , a rg v ) 
i n t a r- gc ; 
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c har- "argvl ); 
( 
f I LE *out ; 
gdlmagePt r 1m; 
int ch I' x , y ,. xx ; 
char bufISl ); 
fILE * fp ; 
in t l ines , Y; 
c har gif_ file[lOl ]; 
if arg c ' = 4 ) 
( 
printEI " Needs 3 arguments ! \n " ) ; 
exit(-l); 
/*-------------------------------------* 1 
/0 arg v ll) ho l d s gif file name .. / 
1* argv [ 2J ho lds the min va l ue * / 
/ * argv[J ] holds the max valu e "/ 
/*------------------------------------- *1 
s tecpy( glf file , argv[l] ); 
mi nval atoi ( argv[2 ] ); 
max v a l = atoi l a egv [ 3 ] ); 
if ( mi nva l < 0 
minv a l = 0; 
if ( ma x v a l <; minv a l 
( 
printf ("Max va l ue <= min va lue ! \n"); 
exit(-l); 
j* crea te the imag e in memo r y °1 
1m = gdlmag eCr-e a te( GI,_WI DTH, GI , HEI GHT ); 
/* d e fi ne the c o l o rs *1 
whi te = gdImageColorAl locate(im, 255, 25 5 , 255) ; 
r ed = gdImageCol o rA llocate(im, 255, 0 , 0 ); 
b l ue = gdI mageCo l o rAllocate (im, 0 , 0 , 255 ); 
cyan = gd l mageCo l orAl locat e( 1m , 0 , 255 , 255 ); 
green 2 gd l mageColo rAll ocate ( im , 0 , 255 , 0 ); 
ye llow = gdlmageCo l o r All o ca t e ( 1m, 255 , 255 , ° ); 
bla ck = gd lmageColo r Alloc a e l im, 0 , 0 , 0 ) ; 
brown = gd l mageCol o rAllocate ( 1m , 1 28 , 6 4 , 0 ); 
mage nta = gdImageCo l o rAl locatel im , 255 , 0 , 2 5 I; 
purple = gdlmageCo l orAllocate( 1m , 0 , 0 , 128 ) ; 
/ * define 
colo rs[ O] 
c o l o r s [ 1] 
colo rs [2 ] 
colo r s [ 3 ] 
colo rs [ 4 ] 






J* draw the fr ame */ 
DrawRe c tanglel 1m, 0 , 0 , GI,_WrDTH - I , GIf_H EIG HT-l, blue ) ; 
; " d raw the col o r ba cs *j 
Dr awBar I im I ; 
j* draw range texts o j 
Dr awRange ( 1m ); 
/" dump the image t o g l f file */ 
out = t o pe n ( g lf flle , "",." I ; 
gdlmageGif ( 1m, ou t ) ; 
f close ( out ); 
/ * cl e an up memor y °1 
g d lmag eDe stroy ( 1m I; 





Maps for WWW - Output 
Travel Time (Probability = 10%) 
Tr~el 531 780 1030 1'l79 1529 T.lfQe ;::}::::::;:;;:/:::;:::~ .. _____ • 
(days) 
Travel time for A TRAZINE to reach a depth of I meter for different 
soils in CADDO county Computing the travel time for applications in 
many different years indicates that the times shown below were 
exceeded for 10% of the applications; travel times for 90% of the 








I .RRIGATION TYPE Periodic 
CROP: PeOUlu t 
ACTIVE INGREDIENT: ATRAZINE 















































ACME-GYPSUM OUTCROP COMPLEX, 2 TO 8 
COBB FINE SANDY LOAM, 1 TO 3 % SLO PE 
COBB FINE SANDY LOAM, 3 TO 5% SLOPE 
CYRIL FINE SANDY LOAM 
CYRIL FINE SANDY LOAM, NONCALCAREOU 
DARNELL-NOBLE ASSOCIATION, ROLLING 
DOUGHERTY LOAMY FINE SAND, 1 TO 3% 
DOUGHERTY AND EUFAULA LOAMY FINE SA 
FOARD SILT LOAM, 0 TO 1% SLOPES 
GRACEMONT SOILS 
GRANT LOAM, 1 TO 3% SLOPES 
GRANT LO.~, 3 TO 5 % SLOPES 
GRANT LOAM, 3 TO 6% SLOPES, ERODED 
GRANT LOAM, 5 TO 8 % SLOPES 
GRANT-WING COMPLEX, 1 TO 5 % SLOPES 
HOLLISTER SILT LOAM, 0 TO 1% SLOPES 
KONAWA LOAMY FINE SAND, 1 TO 5% SLO 
MCLAIN SILTY CLAY LOAM 
MILLER SILTY CLAY LOAM 
MINCO VERY FINE SANDY LOAM, 3 TO 8 % 
MINCO SILT LOAM, 3 TO 5% SLOPES 
NOBLE FINE SANDY LOAM, 1 TO 3 % SLOP 
NOBLE FINE SANDY LOAM, 3 TO 8% SLOP 
NORGE SILT LOAM, 1 TO J % SLOPES 
NORGE SILT LOAM, 3 TO 5 % SLOPES 
POND CREEK FINE SANDY LOAM, 0 TO 1% 
POND CREEK FINE SANDY LOAM, 1 TO 3 % 
POND CREEK S ILT LOAM, 0 TO 1% SLOPE 
POND CREEK SILT LOAM, 1 TO 3 % SLOPE 
POND CREEK SILT LOAM, 1 TO 3% SLOPE 
PORT SILT LOAM 
PULASKI SOILS 
REINACH SILT LOAM, UPLAND , 0 TO 1 % 
REINACH SILT LOAM, UPLAND, 1 TO 3 % 
REINACH SILT LOAM, 0 TO 1% SLOPES 
SHELLABARGER FINE SANDY LOAM, 1 TO 
SHELLABARGER FINE SANDY LOAM, 3 TO 
TILLMAN SILTY CLAY LOAM, 1 TO 3% SL 
TILLMAN SILTY CLAY LOAM, 3 TO 5 % SL 
TILLMAN SILTY CLAY LOAM, 2 TO 5% SL 
WOODWARD-QUINLAN COMPLEX , 3 TO 5% S 
YAHOLA SOILS 
71 
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